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Photorefractive effects in periodically poled ferroelectrics
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A quantitative analysis of the steady-state photorefractive index perturbations caused by a given optical
irradiance distribution in a periodically poled ferroelectric is presented. Axially invariant index perturbations
that are due to the photogalvanic effect are reduced compared with those in a homogeneously poled crystal by
approximately the square of the product of the poling-grating wave vector sKgd and a characteristic transverse
dimension of the irradiance. This result is consistent with empirical observations in periodically poled LiNbO3
of much higher resistance to photorefractive damage.  1996 Optical Society of America
Optically induced changes in the refractive index,
i.e., photorefractive (PR) effects, are well known as
a source of beam distortion (PR damage) in electro-
optic modulators and nonlinear frequency-conversion
devices, especially in ferroelectrics such as LiNbO3
that have a large photogalvanic response.1 Recently
there has been considerable research in the application
of ferroelectric crystals with periodically reversed do-
main structures for quasi-phase-matching frequency-
conversion interactions.2 – 5 There have been several
reports that periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN)
is qualitatively more resistant to PR damage than are
homogeneously poled crystals, 2 – 6 and recently a quali-
tative discussion of PR scattering in PPLN.4 Here we
provide a quantitative model for the steady-state PR
index changes in periodically poled ferroelectrics.

PR index changes in electro-optic crystals result
from the space-charge f ield produced by photogenera-
ted carriers. In materials such as LiNbO3 that have
a significant PG effect the constitutive relation for the
current density J can be written as

J  D,n 1 mnET 1 pI ĉ , (1)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for carriers, m is the
mobility, n is the carrier density, ET is the total electric
field, I is the optical irradiance, p is the PG coeff icient,
and ĉ is a unit vector along the ferroelectric axis.1,7 We
have made the assumptions that a single type of carrier
dominates the transport, that the charge transport is
isotropic, and that components of the PG tensor other
than the one retained are negligible. The sign of p, as
well as the sign of the electro-optic coefficients, changes
in oppositely oriented ferroelectric domains.

In steady state the current must obey , ? J  0,
so the space-charge field creates a drift current that
balances the other currents in Eq. (1), resulting in
ET  E 1 ED , where the PG field is

E  2smnd21spI ĉ 2 jd , (2)

the diffusion field is ED  2sDymd, ln n, j is a current
density determined by the boundary conditions that
obeys , ? j  0, and we have assumed that there are
no externally imposed fields.

We now assume that local neutrality holds, so the
carrier density can be taken as a local function of the
irradiance, and that the irradiance is low enough that
we can take the charge generation and recombination
0146-9592/96/120857-03$10.00/0
to be linear, i.e.,

n  nsI d  sI 1 nd , (3)

where s is a parameter that depends on the properties
of the host crystal, donors, and traps and nd is the
dark-carrier density. Normalizing the irradiance to
its peak value, i.e., I srd  I0I srd, where I srd # 1,
we can write the carrier density as nsrd  n0nsrd 
n0fI srd 1 hg. Here n0  sI0 is the photocarrier density
at the point of maximum irradiance, n is a normalized
carrier density, and h  IdyI0. The equivalent dark
irradiance sId  ndysd is the irradiance necessary to
increase the carrier density to twice its value in the
dark. For room-temperature LiNbO3, Id is of the order
of microwatts per square centimeter,7 so for typical
experimental conf igurations h ,, 1.

Consider f irst a homogeneously poled crystal (p is
constant and equal to the bulk value pb) containing a
planar beam propagating along z, with the gradient of
irradiance normal to y kĉ [Fig. 1(a)]. For open-circuit
boundary conditions, i.e., for Jy ! 0 as y ! 6`, j  0.
The total field, obtained from Eq. (2) with Eq. (3), is
then

ET sjd  ŷEpn

I sjd
I sjd 1 h

1 ŷEw
dI ydj

I sjd 1 h
, (4)

where j  yyw is a coordinate normalized to w,
a characteristic transverse dimension of the optical
beam. The first term is the photogalvanic space-
charge f ield, given in terms of its value for I .. Id,

Fig. 1. (a) Homogeneously poled crystal, showing the
space charge at the edges of the beam. (b) Periodi-
cally poled crystal, showing the space charge alternating
with domain orientation and def ining quantities used in
analysis.
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Epn  2pbyms, which is typically of the order of
105 Vycm for Fe in LiNbO3.7 The second term in
Eq. (4) is the diffusion field ED , of order Ew  kTyew.
For whole-beam effects ED is several orders of magni-
tude smaller than the PG field and in any case is unaf-
fected by periodic poling, so it will be neglected below.

For a periodically poled crystal we expand the PG
coeff icient pszd in a Fourier cosine series, where

pszdypb  a0 1
X̀

m1
am cossKmz 1 nmd , (5)

where Km  mKg, the fundamental grating wave
vector Kg  2pyL, L is the period of the domain
grating (2–40 mm for typical quasi-phase-matching
devices), and am is a Fourier component of the grating
[Fig. 1(b)]. For an ideal, 50% duty cycle grating, there
is no dc term sa0  0d or even-order Fourier component
(am  0 for m even), am  4ymp for m odd, and the nm
can be taken to vanish.

For further calculations it is useful to replace the
irrotational steady-state electric f ield by a potential,
E  2,f. With , ? J  0, Eq. (1), and vector iden-
tities, we find that the potential obeys , ? smn,fd 
ĉ ? ,spI d. To obtain the fields for pszd given by
Eq. (5), we can expand the potential in a Fourier se-
ries, f  f0 1

P
`
m1 fm. Assuming, as is commonly

the case, that ĉ'ẑ, the potential is also a cosine series,
for which we can write the mth component as

fm  Fmsx, yd cossKmz 1 nmd , (6)

and Fm obeys

,t ? smn,tFmd 2 mnKm
2Fm  ampbĉ ? ,tI , (7)

where ,t  , 2 ẑ≠y≠z and we have taken advantage
of the linearity of Eqs. (1) and (3) and the assumption
that d ln sI dydz ,, Kg to obtain independently each
Fourier component in terms of the corresponding
Fourier component of the PG coefficient. Equa-
tion (7), together with Eq. (3) relating the carrier
density to the irradiance and the boundary condition
on f, completely specifies the steady-state space-
charge f ield for a given irradiance I srd.

Consider again a planar beam with I  I s yd and y kĉ
[Fig. 1(b)]. In this case, Eq. (7) takes the form

d
dj

√
n̄

dF

dj

!
2 sKmwd2nF  2am

dI
dj

, (8)

where Fm  FmysEpnwd and again j  yyw. The
parameter sKmwd2 is often quite large. For L  6 mm
and w  50 mm, as would be typical of second-
harmonic generation of a 1-mm laser in PPLN,
sKmwd2  2700 m2, so a solution asymptotic in
sKmwd21 would be widely applicable. We find that

Fm ø
am

sKmwd2

1
n

dI
dj

. (9)

In this and subsequent equations, approximate forms
are correct to leading order in sKmwd21.

Given the solution for Fm from Eq. (8) or approxi-
mation (9), one can obtain the current and field
components. The most important of these quan-
tities is Ey ; with Eq. (6), Ey s y, zd  Ey, 0s yd 1P
`
m1 Ey, ms yd cossKmz 1 nmd, where, for m fi 0,

Ey, ms yd  2
dFm

dy
ø 2Epn

am

sKmwd2

d
dj

√
1
n

dI
dj

!
,

(10a)

and, for m  0, Ey0s yd is obtained from Eq. (4)
with pb replaced by a0pb. In a periodically poled
crystal there is also a nonzero longitudinal electric
field, even for axially invariant irradiance. With
Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) or approximation (9), Ezs y, zd P`

m1 Ez, ms yd sinsKmz 1 nmd, where

Ez, ms yd  KmFm ø Epn

am

Kmw
1
n

dI
dj

. (10b)

Figure 2 shows the f ields obtained from Eqs. (4) and
Eq. (10) for a Gaussian irradiance of the form I s yd 
expf22s yywd2g  exps22j2d. For the homogeneously
poled case the field, entirely transverse, is nearly
constant out to the point where the irradiance falls to
the value of the dark irradiance and drops rapidly to
zero farther from the axis, indicating that the space
charge that creates the field is concentrated in the
regions where I ø Id. For the periodically poled case
this concentration of space charge is reduced by the
longitudinal currents resulting from the longitudinal
electric f ield, reducing the transverse f ield by a factor
approaching s2amyKmwd2 (Fig. 3).

The changes in the refractive index result from the
product of the fields given in Eq. (10) with the effective
electro-optic tensor reff , which for PR effects must be
determined for each experimental geometry, and do
not necessarily take either the clamped or the free

Fig. 2. (a) Normalized irradiance I sjd of a Gaussian beam
(solid curve) and a transverse photogalvanic electric field
Ey (dashed curves, labeled with values of h  I0yId) for
a homogeneously poled crystal. Ey is normalized to Epn.
(b) Transverse dependence of Ey and Ez for a periodically
poled crystal. Dashed curves are for two values of h, as
in (a). The circled group are Ez; other curves are Ey .
Ey is normalized to 4amEpnysKmwd2. Ez is normalized to
amEpnysKmwd.
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Fig. 3. On-axis transverse electric f ield Ey s0dyamEpn ver-
sus Kmw for h  1023. On this scale the approximation
Ey s0dyamEpn  1yf1 1 sKmwy2d2g is indistinguishable from
the exact numerical result shown, as is the exact result for
any h , 1022.

value.8 For the extraordinary refractive index ne of
primary interest for quasi-phase-matched applications
in PPLN, the perturbation to the refractive index Dne
is

Dne  sne
3r33

effy2dEy . (11)

The electro-optic tensor ryrb can be expanded in the
same Fourier series as pypb [Eq. (5)], so Dne is the
product of two Fourier series. Of primary interest
for whole-beam effects such as self-focusing and shifts
in phase-matching behavior is the dc sm  0d com-
ponent of this product. For an ideal 50% duty cy-
cle grating the only dc terms arise from products
of the mth Fourier component of Ey and the mth
component of the electro-optic tensor, i.e., Dne, 0 
sne

3r33
effy2d

P
m oddsamy2dEy,m. Because the terms in

this sum fall off as m24, it is generally adequate to re-
tain only the m  1 term, in which case we find, with
approximation (10a) and Eq. (11), that

Dne, 0

Dne, h
ø 2

8
p2

1
sKgwd2

d
dj

√
1
n

dI
dj

!
, (12)

where Dne, h  sne
3r33

effy2dEpn is the peak refractive-
index change in a homogeneously poled crystal at the
same I0, and the same value of r33

eff applies in both
cases. For the previous example of 0.5-mm second-
harmonic generation the refractive-index change is re-
duced by more than 3 orders of magnitude. Note that,
because Ez is py2 out of phase with the domain (and
hence the electro-optic) grating, the large longitudinal
field generates a term in the perturbation to no, from
the product r61

effEz, which goes as sins2Kgz 1 2n1d,
and hence does not contribute to the dc refractive-index
change.

These results are changed substantially if the duty
cycle of the domain grating deviates from 50%. In
this case, even as well as odd Fourier components of
the domain grating, and hence of the field, exist. The
most important of these new Fourier components of the
grating is the dc sm  0d component, as it gives rise
to a dc space-charge field. This f ield is not affected
by the sKmwd22 factor that reduces the ac sKm fi 0d
components, so even a small deviation from 50% duty
cycle can give rise to a dc component of the f ield that is
larger than the ac components. Careful control of the
duty cycle will be necessary to yield the reduction in PR
effects predicted for an ideal crystal.

Beams of circular rather than planar cross section
can also be analyzed with Eq. (7). This case is too
complicated to discuss here but leads to conclusions
similar to those for the planar case: the dc on-axis
perturbation to ne is reduced by a factor sKgwd22, and
a 2Kg grating arises in no from the axial f ield.

We have shown that the PG fields responsible for
whole-beam effects are strongly reduced in periodi-
cally poled crystals. The diffusion-driven electric
field gratings responsible for steady-state two-beam
coupling are unaffected by periodic poling, but the
direction of energy transfer, which depends on the
sign of the electro-optic coeff icient, changes on a scale
much shorter than the coupling length, so these effects
should also be signif icantly reduced in ideal struc-
tures. The analysis presented here does not address
the effect of the PR index changes on the evolution of
the irradiance distribution. Solution of the coupled
charge-transport and optical propagation problem is a
topic for future research.
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